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Key FeaturesLearn to handle data using sequences, reducers, and transducers in ClojureExplore

the lesser known and more advanced features, constructs, and methodologies of the Clojure

language and its ecosystem, such as asynchronous channels, actors, logic programming, and

reactive programmingSharpen your Clojure skills through illustrative and comprehensive

examplesBook DescriptionClojure is a general-purpose language from the Lisp family with an

emphasis on functional programming. It has some interesting concepts and features such as

immutability, gradual typing, thread-safe concurrency primitives, and macro-based

metaprogramming, which makes it a great choice to create modern, performant, and scalable

applications.Mastering Clojure gives you an insight into the nitty-gritty details and more advanced

features of the Clojure programming language to create more scalable, maintainable, and elegant

applications. You'll start off by learning the details of sequences, concurrency primitives, and

macros. Packed with a lot of examples, you'll get a walkthrough on orchestrating concurrency and

parallelism, which will help you understand Clojure reducers, and we'll walk through composing

transducers so you know about functional composition and process transformation inside out. We

also explain how reducers and transducers can be used to handle data in a more performant

manner.Later on, we describe how Clojure also supports other programming paradigms such as

pure functional programming and logic programming. Furthermore, you'll level up your skills by

taking advantage of Clojure's powerful macro system. Parallel, asynchronous, and reactive

programming techniques are also described in detail.Lastly, we'll show you how to test and

troubleshoot your code to speed up your development cycles and allow you to deploy the code

faster.What you will learnMaximize the impact of parallelization, functional composition, and process

transformation by composing reducers and transducersProcess and manipulate data using

sequences, reducers, and transducers in ClojureModify and add features to the Clojure language

using macrosExplore the features of category theory and custom data sources for logic

programming in ClojureOrchestrate parallelism and concurrency using built-in primitives as well as

community libraries in ClojureHandle data with asynchronous and reactive programming

methodologies and leverage it using the core.async libraryTest your code with unit tests, specs, and

type checks to write testable codeTroubleshoot and style your Clojure code to make it more

maintainableAbout the AuthorAkhil Wali is a software developer. He has been writing code as a

hobbyist since 1997 and professionally since 2010. He completed his post graduation from Santa

Clara University in 2010, and he graduated from Visvesvaraya Technological University in 2008. His

areas of work include business intelligence systems, ERP systems, search engines, and document



collaboration tools. He mostly works with Clojure, JavaScript, and C#. Apart from computers, his

interests include soccer, guitar solos, and finding out more about the universe.Table of
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TransducersExploring Category TheoryProgramming with LogicLeveraging Asynchronous

TasksReactive ProgrammingTesting Your CodeTroubleshooting and Best PracticesReferences
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This is a well written book about Clojure and its ecosystem. There's no other book that explains

reducers, transducers, core.async and core.logic with the level of detail as described in this book.

All code examples are well explained and give the reader a good idea of what real world Clojure

code looks like.
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